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About This Game

Lose yourself in the mesmerizing, fantastical world of Morphopolis, a game about transformation and discovery.

Morphopolis takes you through a lucid insect world in a puzzle adventure that will stick with you for years.

You take on the role of an aphid grub and guide him through several stages of metamorphosis, as he journeys for his spawning
ground deep within the insect microcosm. Discover hidden secrets as you journey deeper and deeper into the game world.

Winner of the Association of Illustrators Award, Morphopolis features 100% hand-drawn art and animation. Its soundtrack was
composed by well-known British composer Thom Robson with the aim of captivating and immersing the player as he or she

takes their time to solve puzzles and enjoy the organic world of Morphopolis.

We are very grateful for all the encouragement we have and during the production of this game and we hope you enjoy playing
Morphopolis as much as we did making it.
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OS: Windows XP
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I bought this game for 10 cents and it's still not worth the money. Really poor controls, very few and very boring levels and it
looks like no effort was put into it. The only redeeming quality is that it has steam cards, but the game is so short that I was done
with all levels before getting all three drops.
I would not recommend this game, not even for young kids because there are a thousand times better (and better looking) flash-
games online for free.

But if you have bought it, please play it so that the achievements from this game does not fill out my spots for rarest
achievements on my profile (0.3% of game owners has gotten to level 5). Great game!
It crashes constantly!
I can't get past the title screen sometimes!

Fix this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Please.. This game at least works.. Not happy with this game bought it last
night tryed playing a few maps and most of ammo crates dont have nothing my troops can use in them all but hand granades .
The mission i find stupid is called Mercuy u get a small group of germans who have pistols u are told to loot bodies so i did then
all fire 1 clip then are out of ammo then next part says find ammo crate did that then no ammo in the crates for any of the guns
iam carrying. The two guns in crates also have no ammo so how the hell do the devs expect u to complete the map with zero
ammo. are some maps bugged out? when the men start they have loads of ammo in the inventory but none which u can use so
whats the point.?. More JEW's songs in Rocksmith!. Well, I spent 3 \u20ac on logging in 2 days after purchase and game said:
"Hey, you're selected for some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t! Select solider!" And I had already one
character prepared to be a medic and, cuz Reto know with people, I selected my main character and got DLC on him. Gj Reto.

 DLC is good ( can't say anything cuz ya get a medic pouch and ribbon ), just be careful when logging in, to select a
soldier, one already prepared.
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Danger Deck is a DLC for the Fractured but Whole which adds three main new elements to the game:

1) The titular Danger Deck, which is basically a challenge mode where you must face enemies and bosses from the main game
in a "virtual environment" of sort in increasingly hard encounters very different from your usual fights in free roaming.
Overcoming said challenges will award you unique costumes and Artifacts.

2) A "harder than hard" new difficulty setting for the main game, Diabolical.

3) New sets of costumes based on the outfits normally worn by the main kids in the series proper.

You should really get this DLC if you are interested in the extra challenge the Diabolical mode provides and\/or a fairly
challenging fight trials mode. I loved the game on Vita. If you can, pick it up on that over this. This port is an embarrassment.
It's is unbelievable how bad the port is. Ohh and if you have a screen you play on that's 21:9, obviously it doesn't support. But
you can't play without it being in a window mode with a actual window. It stretches the image all the way from one end to the
other. No AA so I swear the game looks better on Vita as a result. PS3 as well. The Cel shading outlines are done so bad in this
port. This games just a mess on the technical side. I was so disappointed.

On the otherhand. The game itself is great. Though my fav in the trilogy is Totori, Rorona is a fantastic character and her game
is definitely a great starting point in the series if you haven't played. Yeah, the time system is here but honestly, the time in this
game is so non existent that you just need to rememeber the last few days if you haven't done yet to just do it. The missions are
all relatively easy. The game in general is pretty easy. It's very focused on the alchemy. It's fun and addictive. This and Totori
were games were once I got a few hours in I was obsessed until I completed them. I've wanted to replay so I have a great reason
to on PC. But after the time I spent trying to make it work decently. I was disappointed. I personally don't know how to do no
editting to fix my res from stretching and shouldn't have to. But I do plan on still playing these versions despite it as This and the
DUSK series are loved by me. I think the Mysterious was way to casual and easy despite me actually loving the time element
being removed. Relaxing, engaging, very nice artwork and clever at times. Not the best HOG of all time, but in the upper ranks!
Well worth your time and money. By the way, devs, kudo for some particularly nice looking trading cards! Definitely
recommended.. this is fun!
an on-the-rails shooter with gun and shield
still needs some fine tuning, but for 4$ its well worth it id say! :). A solid Coop Shooter with some progression worked in.

Some people are complaining about there only being 10 levels, but let me break it down for you.

I've been playing with one friend. with the 2 of us playing on Medium difficulty, each level takes at least an hour. we are just
doing a quick once over of each area to find the collectibles, but if you were you leave no stone unturned it would take even
longer. so $50ish dollars for at least 10 hours of campaign game play, plus Horde mode which is kinda like Halo Firefight but
with limited ammo. plus the Score Attack mode, which i havent played yet. you are looking at only $2-3 per hour of game play.
thats solid in my book. and that is only if you dont wanna play through with each character, who all have unique "passive"
abilities and 4 unique amulet abilities.

WORTH. Trackmania Stadium is a very good Game if you ever thought about killing yourself after you hit the wall in such a
way that you lose round about 0.001 seconds on your best time then you will love this game. lemon stage is bugged as hell

the fan cant be seen when it's tested out cuz it's placed out of the cameras view
and following that the contraption takes up space on the desk while the puzzlepieces are being put right under it
this entirely breaks the stage and and makes me gasp at the extreme incompetence this displays

fix ur pathetic excuse for a game
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